
Web Architect: Software R&D Engineer / Germantown, MD

Position Details:

We are looking for top-notch software developers that have a passion for making things, the 
tenacity to focus on priorities, and a mindset for continuous learning. As a successful candidate 
you should value:

· Staying current with software development trends and enjoy sharing knowledge with your 
teammates 

· Seeking elegant solutions and walking the line between architecting for tomorrow and meeting 
today’s requirements

· Thriving on seeing your software come to life; not being satisfied until you achieve your team’s 
objectives

· Adapting quickly and being self-driven 

You’ll be joining a highly-talented and motivated team of software professionals that live the “work 
hard, play hard” ideology. Whether you're working on a troublesome system problem or taking off 
on a team outing, you’ll have a great group of peers ready to join you. We are a team of 
passionate engineers who work closely with our customers to develop exciting new capabilities 
that ensure voice, video, and internet service quality worldwide.

Required Qualifications:

- Minimum of BSCE/BSCS/BSEE (required)
·5+yrs Industry experience
·Diverse knowledge of web application frameworks (GWT, Django, Rails)
·Knowledge of web authentication, security principles, and user management
·Expertise in HTML5, JavaScript
·Expertise in designing and interfacing with databases
·Expertise configuring and managing scalable distributed web architectures
·Computer science fundamentals in object-oriented programming, data structures, operating 
systems, and algorithms
·Linux development experience

Relocation within the US available!

JDSU (NASDAQ: JDSU; and TSX: JDU) innovates and markets diverse technologies that 
enhance the way people experience the world every day. We enable fast, high-quality 
communications, secure financial transactions, reliable consumer electronics, differentiated 
brands, and a host of other solutions. We provide these solutions through three business 
segments: Network and Service Enablement, Communications and Commercial Optical Products, 
and Optical Security and Performance Products. 

We are proud to be an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer.
 


